Delbion Reports

Analyze. Think. Decide.

What is Delbion Reports?
Delbion Reports is a Business Inteligence (BI) tool ready
for data analysis and reporting online within an
intranet or the Internet. Turn data into useful
information for business operations and business
decisions.

Reports provides to non-technical users the capability to
produce, export and share reports in real time, anytime,
anywhere. Managers, department or team leaders and
executives, will take advantage of Reports: getting
accurate
business
information
enhances
decision-making.

Reports is delivered as:
- SaaS model (Software as a Service): no software or
hardware installation nor maintenance.
- Local server mode: aplication server is integrated into
your facilities. Installation and maintenance required.
To access the application, users only need a web
browser.
Reports interface, intuitive and customized, provides a
pleasant and user-friendly working environment.
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Current environment for data analysis
Business data generated includes useful
information for making a proper strategic and
organizational vision. Data has a strong
influence in decision-making and business
operations.
The availability of this information may be limited by
technical factors and resources.
Designed to improve business decision making, BI
tools usually require a strong investment in capital and
special software. IT departments are responsible for
exporting and processing data to produce reports for
users and managers.
In addition, these tools are not user-friendly for
non-technical users. Other methods for data
management and reporting, such as spreadsheets are
used often. In spit of its utility, spreadsheets present
some limitations:
- Desktop applications are designed to be used by a
single user; accessibility is limited to a specific time
and place.
- Manual data entry takes time and risk of growth or
data error
- Hardly scalable
- Publication of reports online is not allowed.

SaaS model has many advantages to large firms
(which traditionally have been able to invest in BI) and
SMEs:
- Reduction of implementation time
- Reduction of costs
- Affordable economic investment
- Autonomy for technical and nontechnical users to
run reports
- Replacement or complement to spreadsheets to
facilitate work and information management
- Reduction of training time.
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Data analysis applications
Any company in any industry can use Delbion Reports. Users can perform simultaneous analysis (among
other variables) through a single portal:

GENERAL PROCESSES

TICKETS/INCIDENCES MANAGEMENTS

1. Benefits
2. Productivity
3. Investments
4. Sales
5. Purchases

1. Incidence type and status
2. User who manages the incidence
3. Average length of management

TELEMARKETING
1. Total number of calls
2. Average time for a call
3. Number of call per area
4. Return of each teleoperator
5. Campaign evaluations: benefits, sales, ROI

HUMAN RESOURCES
1. Request Management
2. Type of candidates and solutions
3. Number of candidates to be assigned
4. Number of applications managed by user
5. Average treatment time of candidates

LOGISTICS
1. Order tracking
2. Invoicing

CONTROL OF PRODUCTION
1. Factory processes
2. Stock management
3. Manufacturing yields
4. Distribution

CRM APPLICATION DATA
1. Getting new customers
2. Loyalty of current customers
3. Recovery of old or lost customers
4.Cost optimization (communication, marketing,
customer service ...)

DATA STORED IN DATAWAREHOUSE
QUALITY
1. Customer satisfaction surveys
2. Products and services evaluation

BUSINESS STRATEGIES
1. New market and customers trends detection
2.Anticipation and reaction to possible market
changes
3. New markets exploration and investment
4. Design, modification of image and communication
campaigns
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Reasons to use
Delbion Reports

1. An integral vision of business areas
2. Identification of new trends and strategies
3. Optimization of business decisions
4. Intuitive and customized interface
5. Best evaluation of interaction with customers
and suppliers
6. Information available anytime, anywhere on the
Internet and your browser on your computer,
smartphone or tablet
7. Customized interface and reports
8.Collaboration:
sharing
information
with
employees and partners
9. Costs reduction
10. Safety and control access
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Delbion Reports
Benefits

1.Interface and reports customization, integration
with corporate image
2. Faster, obtaining real-time reporting
3. Access control: roles system and user groups
regulates access to information
4. Internationalization, portal and reports available
in different languages
5. Improved quality of information, avoiding
incorrect or inconsistent analysis
6. Best autonomy for authorized users to execute
reports
7. There is no need of software and hardware
maintenance
8. Significant reduction of time of implementation
and configuration
9. Accessible from anywhere
10. Flexibility, emailing and exporting to different
formats (Excel, CSV, PDF, Word, XML, Open Office)
11. User friendly tool, reduces time and costs for
users training
12. Scalability, according to the volume of data
generated.
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Delbion Reports uses data from any source, even
several sources for a single report. Integrated with ERP,
CRM systems or similar.

Specifications

Reports are displayed online. Interface design is
integrated in corporative image. Look and feel and
language can be customized. Specific parameters
may also be selected.

Reports can also be exported to other formats (Excel,
CSV, PDF, Word, XML, Open Office), printed or sent via
A variety of graphs, charts and combinations email.
between them are available:
The application displays through simple and intuitive
- histograms
steps which user has to do to launch a report:
- bar charts (single and stacked)
1. List of reports that user can extract, with a short
- pie
description
of each one
- line graphs
2. Selection of reports
- area charts
3. Selection of report parameters (if necessary)
- data-tables
4. Running: display shows the report with the chart
- bubble charts
chosen.
5. Exportation to other formats, printing or sending
by e-mail to partners and customers

Delbion Reports respect to other BI tools
BI TOOLS

DELBION REPORTS

1. Technical limitations
- qualified staff for reports execution
- qualified staff for developing a portal to display the data
2. Strong economic investment (acquisition of hardware,
software, licenses)
3. Expensive deploy in terms of money and time
4. Expenses in maintenance and management
5. Limited usability, difficult management and learning
6. Reports upon request from analysts
7. Low collaboration between users, employees and partners
8. Limited accesibility

1. Decrease of the technical limitations
- Autonomy of non-technical user to execute reports
- Displaying online on any device (computer, smartphone,
tablet)
2. Affordable economic investment, cost reduction
3. Fast deployment
4. There is no software maintenance and management, cost
reduction
5. User friendly tool, intuitive and usable
6. Real-time reports for all users
7. Promotion and facilitation of collaboration between users,
employees and partners
8. High accessibility
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How Delbion Reports works?
A case of study
Join Values is a services company covering several fields: masonry,

metal work, electricity, plumbing, mechanics, removals and painting.

This company has several groups of work to serve the orders requested by
customers.

Join
Values

Each order includes the following parameters:
1. Opening and closing date
2. Number of invoiced hours
3. Evaluation Customer satisfaction evaluation (values ranging from 1 to 5)

In order to provide and maintain the highest quality service, Join Values decided to study the quality of
work in each group. The result of analysis will help the company to implement necessary measures to
enhance the activity of those groups that do not achieve required levels.
To do this, Join Values will examine the performance of each group of work in its fields. The global
indicator is the ratio of the total time of service (in hours) and time invoiced to the customer (in hours).
The company also wants to know:
1. Type of service (repair, emergency, warranty ...)
2. The customer receiver of the service
3. Starting and ending dates of service
4. Duration of service
5. Time invoiced to the customer
6. Customer satisfaction with service provided
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These parameters indicate the quality of work performed by each group:

organizational
skills
work
level

customer satisfaction
level

real cost
per hour worked

efficacy level

benefit obtained
per hour worked

A few simple steps lead us to the report execution:

1. Connect to the application
Everywhere at anytime, JoinValues staff can
access the application.

2. Select the report from the list
The user selects the report Workgroup
performance

3. Parameters completion
We want to review the behavior for 3 out of
the 5 existing work groups.
Our filters selection is Groups 1, 2 and 3 for
the
categories
Electricity,
Masonry,
Locksmith, Mechanics and Painting and
Emergency as the chosen service.
(Multiple values can be chosen pressing the
CTRL key)
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4. The executed report for the selected filters appears on screen:

The result holds several pages.
The first page shows different performance indicators. Comparing the quantity of worked hours
against the quantity of billed/invoiced hours for all the groups together.
Detailed information for each group is available over the next pages like the performance timeline
evolution and each project detail:
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The customer satisfaction level appears as a numeric value within a color box. So we can see at first
sight the customer satisfaction without checking each value. The cell colours can be linked to the
cell values in order to point specific values.
On the right top corner there are buttons to export the current report to PDF, CSV or XLS.
This an more examples can be downloaded from http://reports.delbion.com .
Join Values managers are able to analyze the service quality and the evolution over the time for
both the overall and each single group. This is a very useful information to check the performance
of the different business decisions.

Delbion Reports offered Join Values:
- customize reports and portal into an integrated corporate image (logo, colours, texts, users...)
- choose from different languages
- choose the key indicators and parameters for study
- show the key indicators in the best format (chart, coloured tables, ..)
- improve collaboration and problem solving with a collaboration tool
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The presented case about JoinValues is just a small
hint of Delbion Reports Capacity. There is massive set
of possibilities.

Conclusion

Every company (technology, services, finance, real
state, health, food, chemical, textile,..) of every size can
now improve and learn from their data.
Delbion Reports provide:
- custom translated reports to communicate staff,
clients and collaborators
- different types of charts, tables and labels to
enhance the data interpretation:

- versatility of the analysis: the important data is
checked and filtered on real time.
- sub-reports execution and drill down that allows
better details and data navigation
- verstatility of the report: custom reports can be
invoices and tickets (flights, theather, orders..)

Delbion Reports is a key tool to improve analysis,
think and decide.
It is a pleasure to promote the daily work and improve
the information experience. Please, call us to for any
inquiries about Delbion Reports.
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Do not hesitate to contact us for further information or request a
demonstration.
On http://reports.delbion.com you will find more examples
and additional information.
Delbion Soluciones Tecnologicas S.L.
Maudes 48 Madrid
+34 915333527
www.delbion.com
info@delbion.com

Corporate Apps
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